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Abstract. The main contribution of this paper is in designing an optimal and/or optimal speed-up algorithm for computing shape moments.
We introduce a new technique for computing shape moments. The new
technique is based on the quadtree representation of images. We decompose the image into squares, since the moment computation of squares is
easier than that of the whole image. The proposed sequential algorithm
reduces the computational complexity signi cantly. By integrating the
advantages of both optical transmission and electronic computation, the
proposed parallel algorithm can be run in O(1) time. In the sense of the
product of time and the number of processors used, the proposed parallel
algorithm is time and cost optimal and achieves optimal speed-up.
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Introduction

Moments are widely used in image analysis, pattern recognition and low-level
computer vision [6]. The computation of moments of a two-dimensional (2-D)
image involves a signi cant amount of multiplications and additions in a direct method. Previously, some fast algorithms for computing moments had been
proposed using various computation methods [2, 3, 5, 8, 14, 15]. For an N  N
binary image, Chung [2] presented a constant time algorithm for computing the
horizontal/vertical convex shape's moments of order up to 3 on an N  N recongurable mesh. Chung's algorithm is unsuitable for complicated objects. In this
paper, we will develop a more eÆcient algorithm to overcome the disadvantage
of Chung's algorithm.
The array with a recon gurable optical bus system is de ned as an array of
processors connected to a recon gurable optical bus system whose con guration
can be dynamically changed by setting up the local switches of each processor,
and messages can be transmitted concurrently on a bus in a pipelined fashion.
?
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More recently, two related models have been proposed, namely the array with
recon gurable optical buses (AROB) [10] and linear array with a recon gurable
pipelined bus system (LARPBS) [9]. The AROB model is essentially a mesh
using the basic structure of a classical recon gurable network (LRN) [1] and
optical technology. A 2-D AROB of size M  N , denoted as 2-D M  N AROB,
contains M  N processors arranged in a 2-D grid. The processor with index
(i1 ; i0 ) is denoted by Pi1 ; i0 . For more details on the AROB, see [10].
The main contribution of this paper is in designing an optimal speed-up
algorithm for computing the 2-D shape moments. The idea of our algorithm
is based on the summation of the contribution of each quadtree node where
each quadtree node represents a square region. We rst represent the image by
quadtree decomposition. After that, the image is divided into squares. Then
we derive the relationship between the quadtree and the computation of shape
moments. Finally, using this representation, an eÆcient sequential algorithm
(SM) and an optimal parallel algorithm (PSM) for shape moment computations
are developed. For a constant
c, c  1, the proposed algorithm PSM can be run
1
in O(1) time using N  N 1+ c processors when the input image is complicated. If
the image is simple (i.e., the image can be represented by a few quadtree nodes),
the proposed algorithm PSM can be run in O(1) time using N  N processors. In
the sense of the product of time and the number of processors used, the proposed
algorithm PSM is time and cost optimal and achieves optimal speed-up.
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Basic Data Manipulation Operations

Given N integers ai with 0  ai < N , 0  i < N , let sum stand for

Xa:

N 1

(1)

i

i=0

For computing Eq. (1), Pavel and Akl [11] proposed an O(1) time algorithm on a
2-D N  log N AROB. In the following, we will use another approach1 to design a
more exible algorithm for this problem on a 1-D AROB using N 1+ c processors,
where c is a constant and c  1. Since ai < N and 0  i < N , each digit has a
value ranging from 0 to ! 1 for the radix-! system and a ! -ary representation
  m3 m2 m1 m0 is equal to m0 !0 + m1 !1 + m2 !2 + m3 !3  . The maximum of
sum is at most N (N 1). With this approach, ai and sum are equivalent to

ai =

Xm

T 1

i; k

!k ;

(2)
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!l ;

(3)

k=0

sum =
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where T = blog! N c + 1, 0  i < N , U = blog! N (N
Sl < !.

1)c + 1, and 0  mi; k ,
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1 T 1 m !k = T 1 N 1 m !k , let d be the sum of
As sum = N
k
i=0
k=0 i; k
k=0 i=0 i; k
N coeÆcients mi; k , 0  i < N , which is de ned as

dk =

Xm

N 1
i=0

i; k ;

(4)

where 0  k < T . Then sum can be also formulated as

sum =

Xd

T 1
k=0

k

!k ;

(5)

where 0  dk < !N .
Let C0 = 0 and du = 0, T  u < U . The relationship between Eqs. (3) and (5)
is described by Eqs. (6)-(8).

et = Ct + dt ; 0  t < U;

(6)

Ct+1 = et div !; 0  t < U;
(7)
St = et mod !; 0  t < U;
(8)
th
th
where et is the sum at the t digit position and Ct is the carry to the t digit
position. Hence, St of Eq. (8) corresponds to the coeÆcient of sum of Eq. (3)
under the radix-! system. Since the carry to the tth digit position of et is not
greater than N , we have Ct  N , 0  t < U . Since sum  N (N 1), the
number of digits representing sum under radix-! is not greater than U , where
U = blog! N (N 1)c + 1. Therefore, instead of computing Eq. (1), we rst
compute the coeÆcient mi; k for each ai . Then each St can be computed by Eqs.
(4), (6)-(8). Finally, sum can be computed by Eq. (3). For more details, see [13].
Lemma 1.

on a 1-D

The

N 1+1=c

N

integers each of size
AROB for a constant

O(log N )-bit, can be added in O(1) time
c and c  1.

Consequently, given an N  N integer matrix each of size O(log N )-bit, the
sum of these N 2 integers can be computed by the following three steps. First,
apply Lemma 1 to compute the partial sum of each row in parallel. Then, route
the partial sums located on the rst column to the rst row. Finally, apply
Lemma 1 to accumulate these N partial sums.

N 2 integers each of size O(log N )-bit, can
1
time on a 2-D N  N 1+ c AROB for a constant c and c  1.

Lemma 2.

The

be added in

O(1)

3 The Quadtree Decomposition
The quadtree is constructed by recursively decomposing the image into four
equal-sized quadrants in top-down fashion. Given an N  N image (N = 2d for
some d), the quadtree representation of it is a tree of degree four which can be

de ned as follows. The root node of the tree represents the whole image. If the
whole image has only one color, we label that root node with that color and
stop; otherwise, we add four children to the root node, representing the four
quadrants of the image. Recursively we apply this process for each of the four
nodes, respectively. If a block has a constant color, then its corresponding node
is a leaf node; otherwise, its node has four children.
Recently, Lee and Horng et al. [7] addressed a constant time quadtree building
algorithm for a given image based on a speci ed space- lling order.
Lemma 3.

time on an

[7] The quadtree of an
AROB.

N N

N N

image can be constructed in constant

Let the data structure of a quadtree node consist of four elds r; c; I and sz ,
respectively. The row and column coordinates of the top-left corner of a quadtree
node are represented by r and c, the image color of it is represented by I and
sz represents the index of the block size of a quadtree node; if the block size
is 4s then sz is s. For a binary image, the third eld I can be omitted. In this
paper, only the leaves of the quadtree which represent black blocks are useful
for computing shape moments; the non-terminal nodes are omitted.
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Computing Shape Moments

For a 2-D digital image A = a(x; y ), 1  x; y  N , the moment of order (p; q ) is
de ned as:

mpq =

N X
N
X
xp yq a(x; y);

x=1 y=1

(9)

where a(x; y ) is an integer representing the intensity function (gray level or
binary value) at pixel (x; y ).
Delta algorithm [15] and Chung's algorithm [2] were based on the summation
of the contribution of each row. Ours is based on the summation of the contribution of each quadtree node where each quadtree node represents a square region.
For an object represented by a quadtree with leaves, exactly non-overlapped
squares, Q1 , Q2 ,, Q , are de ned. From the de nition of moments, computing
the double summations in Eq. (9) of a square is easier than that of an arbitrary
shape. Thus, compared to a direct method, the computational complexity can
be reduced signi cantly.
Since the double summations in Eq. (9) are linear operations, the moments
of the whole object can be derived from the summations of the moments of
these squares. The (p; q )th order moments of theses squares can be computed
as follows. From the data structure of quadtree nodes, we can easily nd the
location of the four corners of the corresponding square. For a square Qi , assume
the coordinates of its top-left corner are (r; c) and its size is 4s . Let u = 2s , denote
the length of each side of the square. Then the coordinates of the other three
corners of Qi are (r + u 1; c), (r; c + u 1) and (r + u 1; c + u 1), respectively.

For a binary digital image, the moment computation of a quadtree node Qi
reduces to the separable computation

mpq;i =

X

r+u 1
x=r

xp

X

c+u 1
y=c

yq =

X

r +u 1
x=r

xp hq;i = hq;i

X(r + k)p = g

u 1
k=0

p;i  hq;i ; (10)

where gp;i and hq;i are the p-order and q -order moments for dimension x and
dimension y , respectively and they are de ned as:

gp;i =
hq;i =

X

r+u 1
x=r
c+u 1

X
y=c

xp =
yq =

X(r + k)p;

u 1

k=0
u 1

X (c + k )q :

k=0

(11)

Similarly, the corresponding moments of other quadtree nodes can be obtained from Eqs. (10)-(11) by replacing r, c and u with their corresponding
values since they are also represented as squares. Thus, the 2-D shape moments
of order (p; q ) can be obtained by summing up the corresponding moments of
all square regions:

mpq =

Xm
i=1

pq;i :

(12)

Let us conclude this section by stating a sequential algorithm for computing
shape moments from the above derivations.
Algorithm SM;
1: For each quadtree node Qi , compute the 2-D shape moments mpq;i , 1  i 
, according to Eqs. (10)-(11).
2: Compute the 2-D shape moments mpq by summing up mpq;i , 1  i 
,
according to Eq. (12).
Given an N
order 3 can be computed in
of quadtree nodes.

Theorem 1.

N

binary image A, the 2-D shape
O( ) time on a uniprocessor, where

moments up to
is the number

Proof : The correctness of this algorithm directly follows from Eqs. (9)-(12).
The time complexity is analyzed as follows. Step 1 and 2 each take O( ) time,
where is the number of quadtree nodes. Hence, the time complexity is O( ).
If we consider an N  N binary image whose entire image has only 1-valued,
the comparison of the computational complexity in computing all the moments
of order up to p + q  3 is shown in Table 1. From Table 1, we see that the
proposed method reduces the computational computation signi cantly.
In addition to the computing operations shown in Table 1, contour following,
which needs a few comparison operations per pixel, is required for all the nondirect methods to identify the shape of all objects and it takes O(N 2 ) time.
Our algorithm also needs a preprocessing time to create the quadtree nodes for
the given image and this can be done in O(N 2 ) time by the optimal quadtree
construction algorithm proposed by Sha er and Samet [12].

Table 1: Comparison of computational complexity for shape moment methods.
Method
Direct [6] Delta [15] Green's [8] Integral [3] This paper
Multiplication 20N 2
25N
0
8N
8
Addition
10N 2
N 2 + 6N 128N
22N
22
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Parallel Moment Computation Algorithm

From Eqs. (9)-(12), the algorithm for computing 2-D shape moments mpq includes the following three steps. First build the quadtree for the given image.
Then for each quadtree node, compute its corresponding 2-D shape moments by
multiplying the two dimensional moments derived from Eqs. (10)-(11). Finally the 2-D shape moments can be obtained by summing up the corresponding
moments which were computed by Step 2.
Initially, assume that the given image A is stored in the local variable a(i; j )
of processor Pi; j , 1  i; j  N . Finally, the results are stored in the local variable mpq (1; 1) of processor P1;1 . Following the de nitions of moments, quadtree,
and the relationship between them, the detailed moments algorithm (PSM) is
listed as follows.
Algorithm PSM;
1: Apply Lemma 3 to build the quadtree for the given image. After that, the
results Qi , 1  i  ; are stored in local variable Q(x; y ) in processor Px; y ,
where i = xN + y .
2: //For each quadtree node computes its 2-D shape moments. //
2.1: For each quadtree node Qi , 1  i 
, computes its 1-D shape moments gp (x; y ) and hq (x; y ) of dimension x and dimension y respectively
according to Eq. (11).
2.2: For each quadtree node Qi , 1  i  , compute its 2-D shape moments
by computing Eq. (10) (i.e., mpq;i (x; y ) = gp (x; y )  hq (x; y )).
3: Compute the 2-D shape moments mpq by summing up mpq;i , 1  i  , using
Lemmas 1 or 2 according to the value of . After that, the 2-D moments
mpq are stored in the local variable mpq (1; 1) of processor P1; 1 .
Given an N
order 3 can be computed in

Theorem 2.

(i.e.,

is bounded by

N

binary image A, the 2-D shape moments up to
O(1) time either on an N  N AROB if A is simple
O(N )), or on an N  N 1+ 1c AROB for a constant c and

c  1 if A is complicated.

Proof : The time complexity is analyzed as follows. Step 1 takes O (1) time
using N  N processors by Lemma 3. Step 2 takes O(1) time. Step 3 takes O(1)
1
time using N  N or N  N 1+ c processors by Lemmas 1 and 2. Hence, the time
complexity is O(1).
For computing high order shape moments, Steps 2 and 3 will take maxfp; q g
times. If both p and q are constant, then the expression for gp;i (or hq;i ) de ned
in Eq. (11) will have a constant number of terms with a constant number of
powers. Therefore, the results of Theorem 2 can be extended.
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Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we introduce a new technique based on the quadtree decomposition
for computing shape moments. The quadtree decomposition divides the image
into squares, where the number of squares is dependant on the image complexity.
In the most application, the N  N image can be decomposed into O(N ) squares
by quadtree decomposition. As a result, the shape moments can be parallelized
and computed in O(1) time on an N  N AROB.
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